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The Agile Brand with Greg Kihlström podcast is now in its fourth season, with more than 

200 episodes featuring thought leaders, executives at Fortune 500 companies, authors, 

and experts that have stories to share about how they have faced change in their areas of 

expertise and found innovative solutions to achieve success. 

Exploring how modern organizations must adapt to survive, the podcast features 

thoughts and ideas from Greg Kihlström’s popular Agile series of books, his articles 

featured on publications such as Forbes, and his international speaking appearances.

The Agile Brand with Greg Kihlström is available on all major podcast outlets, including 
Apple, Spotify, Google, Amazon, and more.
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about the host
Greg Kihlström is a best-selling author, speaker, 

entrepreneur, and principal at GK5A where he 

advises top organizations on customer experience, 

employee experience, and digital transformation 

initiatives, Previously, he founded, ran, and sold his 

award-winning digital experience agency, 

Carousel30.  He has worked with some of the 

world’s top brands, including AOL, Choice Hotels, 

Coca-Cola, Dell, FedEx, GEICO, Marriott, MTV, 

Starbucks, Toyota, and VMware. He is a member of 

the School of Marketing Faculty at the Association 

of National Advertisers, and currently serves on 

the University of Richmond’s Customer Experience 

Advisory Board.  Greg is Lean Six Sigma Black Belt 

certified and holds a certification in Business 

Agility from ICP-BAF. 

Greg’s recent book, Meaningful Measurement of the 
Customer Experience (2022) talks about how 

customer and employee experience can be 

operationalized into a cohesive brand experience. 

The Agile Brand (2018), follows the evolution of 

branding from its beginnings to the authentic 

relationship with brands that modern consumers 

want, and gives practical examples of what you 

can do to create a more modern, agile brand while 

staying true to your core values. 

Greg was named a 2018 50 on Fire winner from 

DC Inno as one of DC’s trendsetters in Marketing. 

He is a regular contributing writer to Forbes and 

CMSWire, and has been featured in publications 

such as Advertising Age, SmartCEO, Website 

Magazine, and The Washington Post. 



featured guests
Since launching in 2019, The Agile Brand with 

Greg Kihlström has featured guests from all 

types of organizations that are managing and 

adapting to change in marketing, customer 

data, customer experience,  and other 

transformation initiatives.

Some of the brands represented by our guests 

are shown below.

Topics have included the following and more:

● Measuring Customer Experience

● Personalized Customer Communication

● Agile Approaches to Digital Transformation

● Technology and Customer Experience

● Corporate Social Responsibility and Branding

● Next Best Action with Customer Experience

● Creating a Holistic Digital Experience

● Technology and the Employee Experience



audience
Greg Kihlström and The Agile Brand have a consistently growing 

audience on several digital marketing channels, and The Agile 

Brand blog and email list have been active since early 2018 and 

steadily growing their viewership. 

TARGET AUDIENCE

The target audience for the podcast and its related properties is 

executives and leadership in:

● Customer and Digital Experience

● Marketing and Marketing Operations

● Technology and Data

Contact: paul.duning@capitolcommunicator.com

AUDIENCE/FOLLOWING

MONTHLY AUDIENCE
ACROSS CHANNELS

65,000+

MONTHLY ACTIVE 
PODCAST LISTENERS

25,000+

SOCIAL MEDIA REACH 
PER MONTH

90,000+
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SINGLE SHOW 4-SHOW SERIES

# of shows

Show length

Guest types

Single podcast episode

Full length 20-25 minute show

Can feature guests from your organization or a customer 
being interviewed about a topic of your choosing for the 
full show

One episode per quarter (4) episodes per year

Full length 20-25 minute shows

Can feature guests from your organization or customers 
being interviewed about a topic of your choosing for the 
full show

Other Promotion • Promotion of episode on all Capitol Communicator
and Agile Brand channels with guest and company
tagged

Other Features

• (1) Blog post with selected ideas from
the recorded transcripts

• Promoted social advertising on LinkedIn
and Facebook

• Embed code for use on owned channels
• Raw audio files for episodes

• Promotion of each episode on all Capitol
Communicator and Agile Brand channels with guest
and company tagged

• Featured in (1) monthly newsletter and (1) LinkedIn
Newsletter

• (1) Blog post with selected ideas from the recorded
transcripts

• Promoted social advertising on LinkedIn and
Facebook

• Embed code for use on owned channels
• Use your own tracking links
• Bundle with Native Advertising or Events

$1,000 $3,000




